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COREVALUE ADVISOR SOFTWARE IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE 
COREVALUE, THE #1 BEST-SELLING BUSINESS CONSULTING SYSTEM.

READ ME (REALLY)

Industry Problems

CoreValue helps CPAs, management consultants or financial professionals who want to grow their 

existing consulting practice, or branch out and provide additional business consulting services — but 

don’t know how.

First, they may not know which consulting area to move into

They may feel limited by their subject matter expertise, and don’t know where to find other 

specialists, or don’t have a model of how to work with them

They don’t know how to market and find clients

Don’t know the best way to help their clients — don’t have any methodologies or best practices 

(everything is from scratch)

Or, once they’ve engaged, they may not know how to prove their value — and they don’t want to risk 

their reputation

Alternatives

They could blow out billable hours trying to figure it out themselves — and fail (or take months to do 

something they could do in days)

Or they may just decide not to do consulting — and leave all the business behind. (Right.)

So, how do these professionals start, or standardize their consulting practice, using the best 

methodology, to generate the best client results, teach everyone their approach so they can scale, 

market their new practice and get the support they need, quickly, at a price within reach?

Introducing…
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This Reviewer’s Guide will help you learn why CoreValue is the leading business consulting 

system for advisors — including the six main reasons they should consider CoreValue.

CoreValue is a methodology with over 30 years of market use. Born at MIT, accepted by NACVA, adopted 

by over 50% of NIST economic offices, and promoted to the American City Business Journals readership 

of 16MM. CoreValue’s patented technology is the heart of a system that CPAs, Management Consultants, 

and Financial Advisors use to win new engagements and to service these engagements over time.

• CoreValue has been used by business advisors to analyze over 10,000 companies

• These companies have aggregate revenues of $200 Billion

• 27% of average client company value cannot be monetized, CoreValue helps increase value

• Once CoreValue’s best practices are applied, the average company increases gross revenues by 

21.63% annually

• Customers have used CoreValue to increase company value by over $7 Billion

This Reviewer’s Guide should help you learn about 

CoreValue Software’s patented technology, and the 

reason it is the #1 best-selling business consulting system.

Best Regards,

George Sandmann, President

CoreValue Advisor Software
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“I am actually blown away with the material you created.”

–Marie Benedetto CPA, MST

“Using the CoreValue system has transformed my practice!”

-Ed Wandtke, CPA, MBA, CVA

“What really persuaded me [about] CoreValue was sitting down with a 

client and going through the 18 questions. The discussion was an eye-

opener for me on the power this tool can have.” 

-Wayne Lorgus, B2B CFO 

“…the assessment has been an excellent tool for highlighting key 

opportunities for improvement… helped position (us) for the Top 50 

Shops award.”

-Rick Hunter, Owner, A.M. Metal Finishing

“CoreValue allows even the most marketing-challenged CPA to sell 

services.”

-Robert “Bob” J. Jirovec, CPA

“[Our advisor] showed us what to focus on to confidently achieve 

sustainability and scalability. Now, we’re not just a more profitable 

company; we’re a more valuable company.”

-Chris Hovan & Damorow Jones Owners, Metals Your Way

TESTIMONIALS
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There are six main reasons Business Consultants use CoreValue:

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

The BEST Methodology

When starting (or standardizing) their consulting practice, professionals have confidence 

knowing they benefit from the absolute best practices and methodology—so even the newest 

consultant always produces accurate recommendations.

BEST results

CoreValue’s holistic program produces the most accurate assessment, has the best reports, 

identifies the most engagement opportunities and can show validated client ROI—it works!

EASIEST to use

When adding technology and services to their practice, advisors need to make sure the service 

is easy to use and will not disrupt existing work.

The BEST training and support

When relying on a service to generate work product and revenues, business advisors need to 

know they are getting the best support. With a dedicated Customer Success Team, available 

e-mail, phone, web portal and chat support within US time zones, CoreValue delivers the help they 

need when they need it. A comprehensive ten-hour training program is available through NACVA.

The BEST marketing materials, tools, and process.

CoreValue comes with a proven comprehensive marketing and sales system with world-class 

materials (over 30 co-branded email, PowerPoints, product slicks, and marketing templates) to 

help business advisors attract, close, and service new clients–even if they are new to the field. 

It’s like a “consulting practice-in-a-box.™

Price Performance Leader.

CoreValue is the industry’s lowest cost per advisor consulting system and the assessment 

dashboard, reporting and consulting tools are some of the best value in the industry. An advisor 

can recover the entire expense from a single client.

6 REASONS TO CONSIDER COREVALUE
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FEATURE & BENEFITS

Following are some of the features and benefits for CoreValue that support the six main reasons advisors 

use CoreValue:

Methodology

The program systemizes the consulting methodology within two main modules (Discover and Unlock) 

with the following features:

• Business Sales Comparison. It uses actual business sales comparisons to calculate the client’s 

company value.

• Fast Reports. Assessments take minutes or hours, not days. You get the most detailed reports, for 

the least time invested.

• 18 Value Drivers. The framework (born at MIT) has 18 detailed drivers and sub drivers (to 

determine the client’s operational rating), creating almost 4x the actionable granularity of 

competitors. This helps uncover more service opportunities in less time.

• Consulting Tools. Includes value gap analysis, predicted task value, ‘What If’ calculator, 

benchmarking, core value rating, plus an analytics package and KPIs. Delivers all of the tools 

needed to uncover and service specific consulting engagements.

• Standardized, Holistic Process. Analyzes the totality of a company’s operational areas and 

leverages best-practices to uncover service opportunities across all value drivers. Think of 

CoreValue as the Consulting Practice-in-a-Box™

• Operations Score. Algorithms rate the strength of a company’s operations, compared to the 

strongest companies. The score is benchmarked against the 10,000 plus companies in the 

system, and individual value drivers are scored and benchmarked against the industry. CoreValue 

measures how the company is performing compared to all companies measured as well as its 

peers–and why the client may not be as valuable as the strongest companies.

• Operational Value. Algorithms analyze the individual contribution to the value gap of 18 value 

drivers and 78 sub-drivers. Advisor and client see the ROI of working together to improve 

operations and grow.

• Value Predictor. Calculates the potential value of a company with an operations score of 100 and 

shows the value that can be captured by completing each workbook task. This predicted and 

tracked value growth is the client’s ROI for investing in long-term engagements.

• Red Flags. Shows any problems that could erase some or all of a company’s value due to risky 

conditions; for example, litigation, poor revenue stream, or a dysfunctional management team.
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• Bang-For-The-Buck. Ranks workbook tasks to see which are least costly, time consuming, or 

disruptive to implement. Helps business consulting services create some quick wins.

• Scoreboard. As your readers deliver services using the executable growth plan, the scoreboard 

shows the increase in company strength, and the value their services create in dollars and cents.

• Narrative Text Reports. Report writer helps to tie the advisor’s professional analysis straight into 

the operational value report, connected to the data, graphs and charts. Saves time, creates a 

world-class report, and prints a saleable work product to increase consulting revenues.

• Workbook of Suggested Tasks. Building on the deep-dive analysis results, the system includes a 

workbook andsuggested tasks designed to increase the company’s strength and value. The business 

advisor and their client get a roadmap to make the company as valuable as its strongest peers.

Results

CoreValue produces accurate assessments, reports, shows engagement opportunities, and client ROI for 

advisory services.

• Accuracy. The most accurate operational value calculator, validated by hundreds of professionals. 

Advisors give their client an accurate financial value, with actionable recommendations to grow.

• Detailed Reports. The industry’s most detailed reports including value gap, top value gap areas, 

red flag threats to value, and benchmarking-to- peers. Advisors use these to clearly show their 

client the risks to company value, how to fix them, and what it’s worth.

• Value Gap (maximize business value). Shows company value today, and what it could sell for — 

based on what the best run businesses actually sell for.

• Workbook. Dynamic, actionable plan that guides the advisor and client through implementing 

best practices and building value.

• Long-Term Client Engagement. Workbook and tasks identify the most areas for client growth — 

lets advisors plan and execute multi-year client engagements.

• Client ROI. Has the lowest cost for the assessment, providing the highest ROI and helps customers 

to pay for the entire program with a single client!

Ease of Use

Easy to use and will not disrupt existing work.

• Free Initial Assessment. There is no cost for users to generate a valuable, actionable Executive 

Report showing clients what they are worth, what they can be worth, and how to get there.

• Plain English. By-passing the financial jargon, CoreValue uses straightforward language and an 

intuitive interface, so everyone understands the system: senior advisors, junior staff, and clients.
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• Motivating and Exciting. The focus is on operations, not financials, with lots of client interaction   

— which clients appreciate. The actionable plan also shows the ROI for your services.

Support

• US Tech Support. CoreValue is a US company with tech support that includes a dedicated 

Customer Success Team and dedicated email, phone, web portal and chat support.

• Managed Onboarding. A dedicated onboarding staff makes sure advisors and their team have 

everything they need to have immediate success.

• Rapid Orientation. Web-based rapid orientation delivered on the advisor’s schedule. Gets users up 

and running fast.

• CoreValue and NACVA “Build Your Practice” training. Users get the technology, marketing, and 

client engagement training they need to build a thriving consulting practice.

Marketing materials, tools, and process

The CoreValue System includes marketing practices and materials to help attract, close, and service new 

clients –even if you are brand new to the field. It’s like a consulting practice-in- a-box™.

• Industry Best Practices & Processes. Attract new clients and increase revenues from existing 

clients with materials and processes developed by some of the world’s top advisors (used to build 

over $7 Billion in value for the companies using the system).

• Marketing Materials. Includes email and phone scripts, collateral, campaigns, website messaging, 

SEO to get local leads, sample presentations, speaker notes, and more. Advisors get everything 

they need to build their practice.

• Lead Machine. CoreValue includes separate modules to help advisors generate leads, including:

Free Discover Report. The advisor’s prospect completes a free initial 15 minute assessment of 

company strength and value — with the advisor, or self-serve via a web or email link (creates 

a qualified lead). The powerful Discover Report shows what the company could be worth if it 

performed like its strongest peers, and shows holes the advisor can leverage to initiate multi-year 

consulting engagements.

Custom Content Delivery Engine. An additional module to enhance the Discover Report to display 

custom content based on the client’s specific Discover responses — much like Google Ads, 

highlighting how products and services connect with their needs.

Discover Workshop – Marketing Events. Use Discover with a group of business owners/executives 

in a marketing event or webinar. The attendees learn the health of their business, and how to 

make it stronger — and the advisor can get requests for consulting quotes and potentially land 

new clients!
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CoreValue Unlock – Deep-Dive Analysis & Executable Growth Plan. Paid deep-dive analysis 

generates a detailed strength and value report, and executable growth plan. The Unlock stage is 

a paid two-plus- hour deeper assessment and analysis (leveraging prior Discover responses) that 

compares the company against 18 value drivers, 78 sub-drivers, and thousands of comparable 

businesses—allowing users to create a more detailed and accurate report and analysis. It shows 

advisors exactly where to propose services to help their clients grow!

Co-branded. All tools and marketing materials can be re-branded with the advisor’s logo or 

banner.
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How Does CoreValue Compare?

Competitive Matrix

Following is a competitive matrix that shows how CoreValue compares to alternatives (click graphic to 

download a detailed PDF):

Feature CoreValue Existing Process Competitor 1 Competitor 2

Best Methodology

Calculates score for operations Yes No Yes Yes

Calculates value of operations Yes No No Yes

Algorithms use closed market transaction data Yes No No No

Holistic approach Yes No Yes Yes

Industry Selection Yes No Yes No

Most Consulting Tools

Value Predictor Yes No No No

Red Flags Yes No No No

Tips for improving value Yes No Yes Yes

includes roadmap/projections Yes No Yes Yes

“What if?” Scenarios Yes No No Yes

Workbook of Suggested Tasks Yes No No Yes

Predicts task completion impact on value—ROI Yes No No No

Increase in value tracked over time (scoreboard) Yes No No Yes

KPIs track progress Yes No No Yes

Creates narrative text reports Yes No Yes Yes

Most accurate

Calculated value within 5-10% of formal Yes No No No

Methodology born at MIT Yes No No No

Used by more 10 university programs as of August 2016 Yes No No No

Best Marketing Materials for Adivisors

Proven effective: value increase is third party vetted Yes No No No

Complete Marketing Package Yes No No No

Responsive Email Scripts Provided Yes No Yes No

Brochures Provided Yes No Yes No

Phone & E-Mail Scripts Yes No No No

Presentation Template - sales Yes No No No

Speaker Notes Provided Yes No Yes No

Website Copy Provided Yes No Yes No

Best Marketing Process for Advisors and Firms

End-to-end “Franchise” success model Yes No No No

Sales Process Yes No No No

Sales & Marketing Training and Support Yes No No No
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HOW IT WORKS

The CoreValue consulting system consists of three steps, 

1) is Discover, 2) is Unlock Deep Dive Analysis and 3) is the Unlock Executable Growth Plan.

#1

#2

#3

The CoreValue Discover Report
The Advisor’s Lead Machine – allows users to provide a free initial 15 minute analysis of 

company strength and value to prospects and clients.

CoreValue Unlock Deep-Dive Analysis
A 90-minute analysis that generates a detailed strength and value report. Advisors can 

typically charge $4,500-$10,000 for this service and report.

CoreValue Executable Growth Plan
Based on the Unlock Deep-Dive Analysis, the Unlock Executable Growth Plan provides 

a detailed roadmap and scoreboard that shows all the areas where advisors can help 

the company through both initial and multi-year engagements.
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THE DISCOVER PROCESS

Following are the three (3) detailed “Discover” steps with screen shots:

Discover Step 1

The first step in the process is to have the client use Discover, a fifteen minute free assessment. The best 

way to do this is face-to-face with the client. Advisors can send their client an invitation to Discover — 

this is the email clients receive.
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Discover Step 3.

Discover asks one question per driver, for a total of 18 questions. The process takes about fifteen minutes.

Discover Step 2.

The client (business owner) enters some basic information about themselves.
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The Discover Report is emailed directly to the client, with the advisor’s name on it: clients can click a 

simple link to access the powerful, branded report.

Discover Step 4.

Once the 18 questions are answered a Discover Report is created that shows the Potential Business Value, 

Value Gap and provides the top three problem areas. These results allow advisors to show how their 

services can address these specific issues to improve both the company’s operational efficiency and value.
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Unlock Step 2

For every driver and sub-driver, there is a question that needs to be answered. This example shows the 

Growth / Company Growth question. There are 78 drivers / questions in the Unlock assessment process. 

Unlock takes about 90 minutes to complete.

THE UNLOCK DEEP DIVE ANALYSIS PROCESS

Following are the eight (8) detailed “Unlock” steps with screen shots:

Unlock Step 1

Unlock walks users through the assessment process by asking questions about each of the 18 value 

drivers. For each driver there are between three and ten sub-drivers. Users can navigate through the 

Unlock process by clicking the next arrow or selecting any one of the driver icons at the top of Unlock.
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Unlock Step 3

Once all the Unlock questions have been answered, CoreValue immediately delivers a series of Operational 

Strength and Value reports. These provide the basis for building a high-performance, high-value company. 

Reports include the CoreValue rating, enterprise value, potential enterprise value and value gap. In addition 

to the reports, both advisor and client can access company information and data points from individual user 

dashboards. All the consulting tools can be accessed from the advisor’s dashboard.

Unlock Step 4

There are a number of consulting reports that can be generated that specify the problems found, and that 

form the foundation for the long-term consulting engagement.
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Unlock Step 5

One of the more valuable reports is the Value Gap Analysis, which shows how each driver contributes to the 

Value Gap. This also provides advisors with the high level overview to plan the consulting engagement.

Unlock Step 6

The Value Driver Report shows the score for each driver and sub-driver. This allows the advisor to navigate 

through all 18 driver areas and determine which operational areas should be targeted for improvement.
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Unlock Step 7

The Wordbook report provides the master road map for all 18 drivers. In addition to the questions 

answered in Unlock, there are tasks to perform to improve strength and value in each area. This provides 

a step-by- step approach to “fix” the company.

Unlock Step 8

The Task report shows all the suggested tasks that need to be completed to close the value gap. The 

list can be sorted by “Bang for the Buck” which allows the advisor to focus on the most productive and 

valuable tasks first. This creates an early “win’ and provides the tangible benefit business owners are 

looking for–results.
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CoreValue is the price performance leader.

• Competitive software options charge up to $8,000 for the base product and up to $3,500 for 

their deeper analysis. When you add in the cost of their certification, you can’t touch them for less 

than $10k — with only a fraction of the capabilities of CoreValue.

• A Business Advisor could hire a professional consultant to teach them and jumpstart their 

practice, which could run them $30,000 — but they still wouldn’t have all the marketing tools to 

build their business.

When you consider that the initial Discover Reports are free, the free training and support, incredible free 

library of marketing tools, and a 100% satisfaction guarantee — you have the lowest price per advisor — 

this is a fraction of the amount advisors can earn from each engagement.

CoreValue pays for itself over 20x with the first client. That’s why CoreValue is considered the price 

performance leader. What we don’t make up in price, we make in volume — with over 50x the customers 

of the closest alternative as the undisputed market leader.

Product Pricing

• CoreValue Unlimited - $2,950 per year (unlimited clients). Comes with mentoring level support for 

90 days to assure your success. Includes $720 comprehensive ten hour NACVA training course.

• CoreValue Pro - $995 per year plus $495 per client. Comes with orientation, basic support and no 

training (training available for an additional $720)

• CoreValue enables consultants to pay for the entire program with a single client!

PRICING
ROI BASED PRICING
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Following are several links and videos that explain more about CoreValue

CoreValue website

www.corevaluesoftware.com

Features & Benefits

www.corevaluesoftware.com/features-benefits-strategic-planning

Videos

• CoreValue Overview on Youtube (2 min)

• Generate Leads using CoreValue Discover (27 min)

• Why CoreValue Software was Born

• Creating the 18 Value Driver Methodology

• 2 Minute CoreValue Discover Overview

FAQ

USEFUL VIDEOS & LINKS

www.corevaluesoftware.com
www.corevaluesoftware.com/features-benefits-strategic-planning
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hihSbKezPl8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pb0Mo2_7w4c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXEMwERcnT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YO_QjJ5vUY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rV3pP3aqAI
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How did you determine the company value — and is it accurate?

Operational value is calculated using a patent-pending methodology by comparing your client’s 

company to thousands of closed company sales. CoreValue operational value calculations have been 

back-checked by hundreds of independent professionals.

• Download the white paper to see the methodologies, understand the customer value, and 

how you can leverage this as a consultant.

What if we can’t provide all the services they need?

Fortunately, CoreValue allows you to provide a complete assessment — so you can identify all the 

weaknesses, but it highlights the specific areas where your services can help. It also puts you in 

the position as the primary consultant — and you can provide (refer or sub-contract) other trusted 

specialist to address any areas where your client needs help (providing an infinitely scalable model 

— with you in the middle). This is a model used by some of the top consulting firms in the world 

(macro or micro).

How do I get the Bandwidth to create a new pratice area?

The easiest customer to close is the one you already have — it’s good account management to sell 

additional services to existing clients. The CoreValue free assessment process is a fast, easy way for 

you to uncover new service opportunities with your existing clients at a minimum cost in time and 

dollars. And the executable growth plan is a roadmap for delivering services... Everyone wins!

How do I sell this?

No problem. CoreValue is not software — it is a complete “system” (a Consulting Practice-In-A-

Box™), like a franchise consulting model (without the heavy fees). You get the assessment system, 

but also scripts, email and web messaging, marketing content, and a documented step-by- step 

process — everything you need to either start and/or grow and scale a consulting practice. You can 

sell this.

FAQ
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How do I buy corevalue? Choose whether you want to buy:

A-la- carte for $995 with unlimited use of the Free Discover Report — and then pay $495 each time you 

use the Unlock Deep-Dive Analysis and Executable Growth Plan with a client, or Choose the popular 

CoreValue Unlimited where for one low price you get:

• Unlimited use of the Free Discover Report – your lead machine to grow your practice

• Unlimited use of the Unlock Deep-Dive Analysis and Executable Growth Plan – your detailed 

roadmap and scoreboard for multi-year engagements

• Unlimited Discover Workshop Marketing Events – webinars and live events that help you win new 

clients Whether you choose A-La-Carte or Unlimited Use, you get free online rapid orientation and 

support!

Unlimited Use bundles get automatic volume discounts.

Plus, the Unlimited Use bundles include FREE access to CoreValue and NACVA “Build Your Practice” 

training! You get the technology, marketing, and client engagement training you need to build a thriving 

consulting practice.

CoreValue Unlimited is $2,995 for one advisor, and volume discounts start from the second advisor. You 

can easily launch your account online at www.corevaluesoftware.com — all you need is a credit card. Or 

call the CoreValue expert staff at (603) 835-3444.

What happens after I buy?

You will be provided with a CoreValue account where you can login and access a convenient dashboard. 

From your dashboard, you can review training videos, download marketing collateral, generate leads 

using the Free Discover Report, and initiate multi-year engagements using the Unlock Deep-Dive Analysis 

and Executable Growth Plan.

• For CoreValue Unlimited, your Customer Success Representative will call to schedule your “Build 

Your Practice” training and first onboarding call.

FAQ

www.corevaluesoftware.com
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George Sandmann, President

D (603) 835.3446

M (603) 359.5894

gsandmann@corevalueforadvisors.com

Sue Lewis, VP and Customer Success

D (603) 835 3447

M (802) 369.4216

slewis@corevalueforadvisors.com

CONTACT

mailto:gsandmann%40corevalueforadvisors.com?subject=
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